
This publication accompanies I Have Eaten It:  
a 4-week kitchen takeover at Refettorio Felix, a charity 
based at St. Cuthbert’s Centre in West London which provides 
creative experiences around food for vulnerable people. 
Over this period, there will be a tailored weekly meal using 
seasonal food and local suppliers’ waste food, with recipes 
or ingredients, contributed by 9 international artists:  
Moza Almatrooshi, Sondos Azzam, Lauren Godfrey,  
Charles Harrison, Hannah Lees, Raju Rage, Nora Silva,  
Laura Wilson & Caroline Wong. The evolving menu  
and culinary experience will be accompanied by  
a programme of public events including: an artist-led  
bread making workshop, a public screening and Sound Bites 
– a series of radio interviews in partnership with RTM.FM,  
a community radio station run by TACO!. The project will 
also host a fundraising dinner and artwork sales,  
with proceeds going towards Refettorio Felix.

Co-Curated by Open Space Founding Director  
Huma Kabakcıand Artist Laura Wilson, I Have Eaten It  
aims to encourage and promote ground-breaking art  
and contribute to a community often overlooked in the 
creative arts through providing a gastronomic experience 
designed and hosted by artists.





I Have Eaten It has been an informative and at times, challenging, 
journey. From its initial conception as an exhibition, it has evolved 
into an impressive social art project with 9 international artists  
and meaningful community partners that include Refettorio Felix, 
Flat Time House, RTM.FM and Scully Restaurant. Supported by 
Arts Council England, this project is Open Space’s second iteration 
of Edible Goods, where I invite an artist to co-curate an exhibition, 
exploring food as a medium in contemporary art. 

Metamorphosis occupied our theoretical trajectory for 2021:  
similar to an organism, Open Space went through transformation 
and change, adapting to the realities of physical projects being 
cancelled. We tried to adapt to the global climate and advocate  
discussion and dialogue online. For 2022, as we continue  
to highlight the work of emerging voices, we have decided to focus 
on the theme of Recovery Through Kinship. With this, we see  
parallels in the shifts I Have Eaten It had to undergo: watching  
the project grow in an organic, collaborative way. 

Following the Covid-19 crisis, we have been forced to look at the 
world differently in search of kinship instead of individuality.  
I Have Eaten It, the 4-week kitchen takeover at Refettorio Felix,  
a charity based at St. Cuthbert’s Centre in West London providing 
creative experiences around food for vulnerable people, seeks to 
promote the necessity of collectivity. Alongside the evolving menu  
and culinary experience, this ambitious project will host a programme 
of public events including a bread making workshop, talks, radio, 
and a screening programme of food-focused video works.  
Both Laura and I found it crucial to host a fundraising dinner 
including artwork sales, with proceeds going towards our project 
partner and charity, Refettorio Felix. 

by Co-Curators



Slowly fermenting over the last thirty months, I Have Eaten It  
is something which has grown and evolved with us, and is I hope, 
going to be a very meaningful project in partnership with  
Refettorio Felix, a Charity based in West London.
 
I love cooking, and over the last few years, I have been doing  
a lot of research into yeast, grain, and the history and production 
of bread. I find it fascinating how recipes evolve over time, from 
people to people, culture to culture, and how we adapt recipes  
to suit what we have in the cupboard. Huma first invited me  
to work with her on the Edible Goods programme in July 2019. 
From the outset we wanted this to be a very community-focused 
project centred around meals however, the first iteration of I Have 
Eaten It was conceived as a fairly straightforward exhibition  
at Platform Southwark in May 2020, which due to the pandemic 
we were not able to realise as planned. On reflection this was  
a blessing in disguise, as this postponement of the project really 
gave us a moment to pause and reflect on our ideas, to discuss 
what really was the driving force of our project: who was it for? 
Why were we doing it? What form did it need to take?  
Our relationship with food has really evolved as a result of the 
pandemic – highlighting issues around waste, gluttony, politics, 
growing, farming and shortages in the supply chain due to  

As an independent curator and founding director of Open Space, 
my interests lie in creating immersive experiences and a wider 
dialogue in collaboration with multidisciplinary practitioners. I love 
doing this in conjunction with exploring food as a medium.  
Food has always been integral to my life and work. I think food  
in general, brings people from all different cultures together.  
Food is a connector, a universal language, an essential part of our 
lives. Therefore, I Have Eaten It, and its exploration of food politics, 
production systems and consumption aims to create new and 
meaningful connections and collaborations. 

I would like to thank my collaborator and artist Laura Wilson for  
persevering with me throughout the process, I would not have 
been able to do this without her.

Huma Kabakcı, Founding Director of Open Space

a whole host of factors including Brexit and alongside this food 
prices have been rapidly increasing – it has also highlighted the 
very real issue of food poverty. 

The project title I Have Eaten It is inspired by artist John Latham’s 
1966 happening, where he invited his students at Central Saint 
Martins to eat a copy of Clement Greenberg’s book Art and Culture. 
Together they chewed up the pages and spat out the remains 
into a jar which was returned to the library in place of the book. 
We are taking this provocative act as a point of departure to spark 
discussion around the social politics of food, excess and food 
systems through visual arts.

We have invited each of the artists to contribute an ingredient  
or a recipe and over four weeks Huma and I will cook alongside 
the chef’s at Refettorio Felix and serve meals to their community, 
alongside this we will host a public screening, a workshop, a radio 
programme called Sound Bites with RTM.FM and a fundraiser 
with Chef Ramael Scully. Through working with artists, local  
suppliers and using surplus food, I hope I Have Eaten It will  
nourish, provide hospitality, care and generate conversation. 

I would like to thank Huma for inviting me to work with her on 
this, for her enthusiasm, belief in my ideas, encouragement  
and friendship – it’s been a real journey. 

Laura Wilson, Artist



Whether it’s making delicious meals from ingredients destined 
for landfill, or promoting the dignity and self-respect of someone 
isolated from mainstream society, our work is grounded in the  
recognition of the fundamental value in things that have been rejected 
and those who others have deemed powerless. These kitchen 
takeovers are intended not to embellish the reality of Refettorio  
Felix, but to highlight the material and social conditions that shape 
the experiences of those coming to the centre and the specific 
form of eating that takes place here every day. By engaging with 
our guests directly as active participants in its creation, we hope 
that I Have Eaten It will foreground a much ignored food system 
and the real people who inhabit it.

Ali Kingsley, Chief Executive of Refettorio Felix

When Huma and Laura first approached us about I Have Eaten It, 
it’s safe to say that there was an initial sense of scepticism towards 
the project. What relevance can these artists have on our guests, 
many of whom are people you can imagine being shunned from 
the elite space of the private gallery or exhibition? What can this 
collaboration contribute to our own mission to fight hunger, social 
exclusion and food waste? The reality of a charity working with 
people living in poverty, providing for some individuals their only 
meal of the day, is that food is often something we need to think  
of by numbers. How many people can we feed today, how many 
kilos of surplus food have been donated, how many days can we 
stretch out a certain ingredient? The gap between that quantified 
necessity and the conceptual field of the artist seemed like quite  
a distance.

But as with the many lessons we’ve learned from the pandemic,  
I Have Eaten It in turn reminded me how much further and broader 
the impact of our work goes beyond the physical sustenance  
of eating. Witnessing the effects of that so-called ‘great leveller’  
on those already marginalised in our society, the importance of the 
community who comes together at our centre to break bread has 
never felt more vital, nor so endangered.

When walking into our dining hall at Refettorio Felix during lunch 
service, the first impression you might get is that the place is not 
dissimilar to a modern restaurant. We’re blessed with a beautifully 
renovated building and professional kitchen from which a daily 
changing three-course menu is served to our guests, often created 
by volunteer chefs from some of London’s most exclusive restaurants. 
Dig a little deeper, and you’ll find guests seeking housing or mental 
health support from one of our highly experienced staff, or taking 
part in a range of meaningful activities we hold, from music therapy 
to poetry classes. Further still, and you realise that the long com-
munal tables are a meeting point for friends, a place where lifelong 
relationships are created and nurtured. Food brings people to our 
door in the hopes that many more will be opened in turn.



When attending a party at John Latham’s house in the 1990’s  
it is likely that a selection of crudités would have been available.  
However, rather than the usual sliced celery or carrot sticks, 
Latham had been chopping up books, neatly prepared by the artist 
for all of his guests. Picking up a matchbox-sized portion of literature,  
the inattentive guest may unintentionally re-enact one of the artist’s 
most famous performances.

John Latham (1921–2006) is one of Britain’s most radical  
and influential artists. His artwork can be understood as part  
of a lifelong conceptual refinement of a personal cosmology and 
also as a visual metaphor to communicate these ideas. His practice 
was a process of questioning, what he called reflective-intuition,  
or to ask, in his words: “so, what can we say to be going on?”

Latham’s hugely diverse practice takes in painting, sculpture, 
performance, conceptual art, artist books, land art, poetry, theatre, 
engineering projects, theoretical writing, activism and socially 
engaged practice. Latham’s boundless experimentation in medium 
belies the hugely symbolic value he placed upon specific materials. 
Of particular significance to Latham were books, he began making 
assemblage works with the book as a medium in 1959 and continued 
exploring its potential for the rest of his life. 

Latham used the book as a symbol for authorities of knowledge,  
what he called received opinion. For Latham, the book is a symbol 
for everything that we have been told and the bureaucratic  
organisations within which we live. By chopping, pasting, interleaving, 
and intersecting books he wanted them to become unreadable  
in their usual fashion and instead necessitate intuitive investigation. 
He wanted us to question these authorities and question our 
systems of thought and belief.

A dramatic enactment of this questioning can be seen in Latham’s 
Skoob Tower Ceremonies (1964-68). Three metre high pillars from 
reference editions, stacked with interleaved pages. Latham set the 

towers on fire, leaving them to collapse in flames outside sites such 
as the British Museum, Senate House, universities, and law courts. 
His intention was not to reject knowledge, or insinuate that this 
was degenerate thinking, but to argue we question what we are told.

Around the same time, Latham produced another destructive work, 
Art and Culture, Still and Chew (1966-69), now in the MOMA  
collection, New York. The piece is an amalgam of two works:  
the first a collaboration in part with one of his students,  
Barry Flanagan, an artist who would go on to great success;  
the second by Latham. In 1964 and 65, St Martin’s School of Art 
hosted two visits from the acclaimed academic and self-declared 
authority on taste, Clement Greenberg. It was widely understood 
that if you wanted to get ahead as an artist at St Martin’s you 
should follow this man’s lead. For each visit he would stay for two 
weeks and hold court and for each the school would host a dinner 
in his honour.

At one of these dinners, Flanagan tried to speak with Greenberg 
but he wouldn’t have anything of it. Conversations with students had 
been one-sided, he had no interest in hearing from any of them: art 
should be hard-edged and ideally metallic. Flanagan was incensed 
by this, he went to his tutor John Latham, who was similarly agitated 
and between the two of them, they hatched a plan for their own 
dinner party. Latham took out Greenberg’s 1961 tome Art and Culture 
from the library. Already well versed in the destruction of books, 
here was something specific he could target. Sending out invitations 
for a Still and Chew Party at Latham’s house in Notting Hill, Latham 
and Flanagan prepared for guests. Around forty people attended, 
sat around in the bohemian surroundings. Each attendee took 
turns taking a page from Greenberg’s book, ate each page, spitting 
the residue into a bowl in the centre of the room. 

What took place next can be understood as a second work,  
or extrapolation from the prior happening. Latham took this 
residue, the paper pulp and spittle, added enzymes, put it into an 
actual still (another play on this word), and distilled it to create  
a pure spirit of Art and Culture. He decanted this spirit to a glass 
vial and returned it, late, to the library, at which point Latham’s 
teaching contract was not renewed. Latham went on to pull together 
the artefacts from the actions, comprising letters, the overdue 
library notice and the phial itself, into a work of art. It was this  
work that was included in Lucy Lippard’s exhibition Number 7  
at Paula Cooper Gallery in 1969, and from there Information  



at MOMA in 1970, which led to it becoming one of the very earliest 
conceptual art pieces purchased by a major collection.

John Latham believed artists’ capacity for questioning authority 
and reflective-intuitive thought could benefit humanity by breaking 
down the obstructive bureaucratic structures of society. It is helpful 
to consider the very deliberate title of this happening: Art and Culture, 
Still and Chew. As well as an overt and satirical commentary on 
Greenberg’s perception of taste, an alternative is proposed, to be 
still and to chew. In this work, using digestion as a metaphor,  
it is suggested one does not take instruction as rote and accept 
without question what you have been told. We should allow  
ourselves the space to contemplate and reflect on that  
contemplation, to act intuitively and with reflection. To ask:  
“so, what can we say to be going on?”

Gareth Bell-Jones, Curator/Director, Flat Time House

HANNAH LEES
 
A few years ago I stumbled across a whole honeycomb frame  
filled with honey in a shop. I brought the frame with no idea what  
I would do with it; it lay in its cellophane in my studio until I decided 
to show it nailed to a wall and allowed the honey to ooze out of it.  
I then cut out the honeycomb and used the frame to cast plaster 
inside. I think I was drawn to the honeycomb in the frame because 
of its pureness; taken straight from the hive as the bees complete 
building it and we then steal and destroy it. Sisyphean bees (in a way). 
 
My uncle introduced me to Ayurveda when I was little and I have 
since been interested in combinations of spices and herbs and 
their potential to heal. Charcoal has enthralled me because of the 
finiteness of it; like eating burnt remains or ash, there is something 
morbid but also cyclical to consuming it.
 
Who doesn’t love the idea of eating flowers? But also, I love the 
idea of the thing-ness or vitality embedded into dried petals: that 
their beauty and scent is preserved and can be consumed.H
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CAROLINE WONG 

My chosen recipe is Malaysian Chicken Curry. It’s something  
my dad would make on the weekends when I was growing up,  
and it’s one of my all-time favourite comfort foods alongside a good 
spag bol! 
 
Although I don’t use food as a medium in my practice, the communal 
experience of eating, which is a big part of Malaysian and Asian  
cultures, in general, is a huge inspiration to my art. It’s the delicious, 
bold flavours of the food coupled with a festive, convivial environment 
that I wish to capture in my images.’

NORA SILVA
Flock and Shepherd

There is a specific amount of lentils in 5kg. Each one of them will be 
taken care of with the latest wellness techniques. Binaural music,  
essential oils vaporised in the air, positive affirmations, and occasional 
 hugs. Lentils have never seen so much care, is the flock happy? 
Will they taste different? Can you savour the healing? With an almost 
violent intention, I will nurture and accompany 5kg of lentils during 
the month previous to its cooking at Refettorio Felix, restlessly 
trying to embed the dry pulses with feeling. C
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LAURA WILSON
Mrs Wilson’s Irish Stew

Potatoes were the base ingredient of most of my meals growing 
up in Northern Ireland. Boiled, mashed, baked, made into chips, 
added to soups, or transformed into potato bread – so versatile and 
nutritious. Potatoes are one of the main ingredients in a traditional 
Irish Stew, a frequent meal served by my Mum. Here is her recipe. 
It can be adapted to whatever leftover vegetables you have, so feel 
free to add a few carrots, turnip, some celery, a bay leaf, or two  
– as you wish.

900g lamb (stewing meat, neck or shoulder)
900g–1.8kg potatoes
2 onions
Salt & pepper 
0.5 L boiling water

Divide the meat into small pieces. Peel and slice the potatoes,  
carrots and onions, place alternative layers of meat, potato  
and onion in a casserole dish, adding seasoning with each layer. 
Pour in the boiling water, cover with a well-fitting lid and cook in 
the oven for four hours. 

CHARLES HARRISON

12kg of polenta

The initial curiosity in cornflakes came from working with a material 
(corn) that is the most industrially farmed and on which humans 
are extremely reliant. Rumor has it that Kellogg’s invented the  
cornflake recipe in 1894 as a masturbatory substitute, staving 
off supposed negative effects of self-gratification such as mood 
swings, bad posture, acne, baldness, stiff joints, and palpitations. 
The contribution for I Have Eaten It is a combination of home-made 
cornflakes baked in 2019 and rendered inedible over time,  
alongside a donation of 12kg of surplus cornmeal polenta to be  
prepared as an ingredient for more stimulating culinary prescriptions.
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MOZA ALMATROOSH  
Healing Drink Recipe

Honey is believed to be a healing agent in many cultures and beliefs. 
As we try to heal throughout this pandemic from ailments that 
are seen or felt I wanted to present this simple offering that might 
soothe us along the way. 

Ingredients 
1/2 lemon
1 tbsp honey
1/8 tsp turmeric 
Water
pinch of black pepper 
 
Method:
1. squeeze half a lemon in a mug/cup 
2. add the honey and turmeric to the lemon
3. pour boiled water into the mug, mix well
4. add the black pepper
 

LAUREN GODFREY

Pasta – it’s an addiction, not just the food itself, the yolky yellow, 
pillowy, fulfilling perfection; but the shapes, the traditions, the rules. 
The proximity pasta has to language is what excites me… The way 
particular shapes should be served with certain sauces and how 
much sense it makes, feels similar to the way we use language  
and words. The units of pasta themselves act like letters building  
a sentence, the fronds of spaghetti-like punctuation or cursive 
script, a single orecchiette, a full stop.
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HUMA KABAKCI 

Türlü is a Turkish vegetable dish similar to Ratatouille but also  
is a stew. There are numerous variations, including many with 
meat. Its translation from Turkish, ‘varied’, is quite self-descriptive 
and encourages you to do just that. This is yet another Mediterranean 
recipe that can be vegan without any substitutions. Served cold  
or hot, türlü can comfort you at any time of the year. I love making 
a big batch on the weekend for light meals or to add as a side to 
most dinners throughout the week. I have seen potatoes used 
quite often in türlü dishes since my childhood. 

2 medium eggplants, cubed
350 g okra, or about 20 large pieces
3 Anaheim chiles (shishito or bell peppers will work better if you 
are avoiding extra spice)
3 medium tomatoes, diced*  
2 medium zucchinis, cubed
1 medium red onion, cubed (yellow or white would also work)
3 garlic cloves, finely diced
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1 tablespoon tomato paste
1 tablespoon red pepper paste  
(spicy or regular, feel free to omit or use tomato paste instead)
2 cups hot water
1 teaspoon salt

Heat the oil in a large pot and add the onions, sweating them for 
about 5 minutes on medium heat. Season the onions with salt and 
ground black pepper. Add the garlic, stir fry for another minute, 
then add all the vegetables except tomato and mix for two more 
minutes. Add the tomatoes, tomato paste, pepper paste, and salt. 
Mix well, put on the lid, and let simmer on medium-low heat for  
10 minutes. Add the hot water and cook on low heat without a lid 
until all vegetables are tender or to your liking. I like the eggplants 
quite soft so this step takes about 45 minutes. Garnish with parsley  
and serve hot or cold. I love this dish with rice pilaf and ayran 
(yoghurt drink).

SONDOS AZZAM 

Fermentation is a form of invisible labour. Through stages  
of agitation it cultivates complex flavours. The consumption  
of fermented foods is reverence for our bodily functions and our 
wellbeing. It calls attention to our digestion by breaking down  
nutrients to simpler and more accessible forms. Fermentation 
allows us to journey into a partnership with microscopic life.

Journeying into the realm of fermented food allows me to examine 
our relationship with food, particularly with our gut health.  
Experimenting with various recipes acts as a mechanism  
to disassemble ways of consumption and call attention to the  
processes of fermentation that affect our chemical digestion.*D
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RAJU RAGE

Biriyani makes me feel like home, despite the journey it’s travelled, 
through a now extinct ‘Persia’, from West Asia  
to Eastern Asia, across the vast continent of Asia that  
comprises a multitude of countries and intersecting cultures, with 
changing names and identities like myself. Yet this dish persists. 
Resists by adapting. It is Diaspora.
 
This recipe is my mother’s, connecting us across realms,  
time-travelling through generations back and forth and then into a 
different kitchen altogether, with Mexican canela  
(cinnamon) and Iranian cardamom and countless rice  
varieties even if our ancestors insist on only strictly using specific 
ingredients.
 
Biriyani disobeys by re-enacting itself in iterations. I wouldn’t 
discriminate and would eat them all. Y’see It’s not a competition with 
biryani, it’s all in harmony. A balance of spicy, sweet, fragrant, 
moist, tender. To call it layered is a misnomer,  
a common error – yes that’s what it is but not its limits.  
It’s a longing, a desire, a craving, a fulfilling, a returning,  
and an offering and more.
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We would like to thank everyone who has been a part of the I Have Eaten It 
journey. Without all of the generous support we have received, it would 
not have been possible to make this meaningful project happen. So, we 
are truly grateful to all of you. Thank you to all the artists for your artworks, 
recipes and ingredients, for believing in us and in being so understanding 
throughout the process: Moza Almatrooshi, Sondos Azzam, Lauren Godfrey, 
Charles Harrison, Hannah Lees, Raju Rage, Nora Silva, & Caroline Wong.

Thanks to Lara Monro the Project Manager & Copywriter for Open Space 
for supporting us along the way and keeping us on track. We would also like 
to thank Riet Timmerman & Zoe Wilkinson for their support and assistance 
in nurturing this project as a seedling. 

Our sincere gratitude to our partners: Ali Kingsley, Suey Kweon, Clio Melvin, 
Nassim Khalifa, Nik Haines and all the staff, volunteers and the community 
at Refettorio Felix. Gareth Bell-Jones and Mary Vettise from Flat Time House; 
Mat Jenner from TACO! and RTM FM.

We are grateful to Arts Council England who has generously funded  
this project, and for the kind support from Nicoletta Fiorucci Russo  
and Good Produce Ltd. Thank you to Ramael Scully and Scully Restaurant 
for your enthusiasm and energy in working with us on the fundraiser and 
creating a delicious 24-hour menu. Thanks to Company Drinks,  
Felix Project, Innocent Drinks, Weino Bib and WILD for supplying drinks, 
ingredients and surplus food. 

Finally, thanks to all our colleagues, friends and everyone else who  
has helped us along the way including: Aaron Cezar and Helen Gale from 
Delfina Foundation, Hannah Conroy, Sean Rohr, Joanna Brinton, Ed Watt  
and the Need Thinking team and Benedict Mortimer.
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Open space is an itinerant art organisation that supports emerging creative practice,  
promoting dialogue in the arts through a programme of dynamic projects in unexpected spaces. 

Refettorio Felix is a 30-year old charity that was transformed into Refettorio Felix in 2017  
through a collaboration with Chef Massimo Bottura’s non-profit organisation, Food For Soul.  
Every weekday, the charity serves a meal made from surplus food to their community.

Flat Time House was the studio home of John Latham (1921–2006). A gallery since 2008,  
it hosts exhibitions and events exploring the artist’s practice, his theoretical ideas and their  
continued relevance.

RTM.FM is a radio station based in Thamesmead, SE London, run by the artist space TACO!  
as a platform for community-produced culture, debate, art and music.

Moza Almatrooshi is a UAE based conceptual artist, chef & writer. Her practice operates within 
the study of erased mythology of the Arabian Peninsula, and correlates these myths with the 
structures that are upheld by the present regional political climate. 

Sondos Azzam is a London and Dubai based artist working on archiving communions and assembling 
their remnants, interested in the consumption of food and what binds elements of a meal to us. 

Lauren Godfrey is a London-based artist whose work invites interaction and collaboration,  
often swerving close to furniture or the quasi-useful. 

Charles Harrison is an artist based in Lincolnshire and London. His work remodels common 
forms, drawing attention to perceptual fragility through distortions of material and sensual codes.

Huma Kabakcı is an independent curator, Founding Director of Open Space, and Co-Curator  
of I Have Eaten It. Living between London and Istanbul, her practice and interests lie in creating 
immersive experiences and a wider dialogue in collaboration with multidisciplinary practitioners.

Hannah Lees is an artist based in Margate. She is an artist who investigates ideas of cycles,  
constancy and mortality; the sense that things come to an end and the potential for new beginnings. 

Raju Rage is an artist based in London. They are proactive about using art, education and activism 
to forge creative survival, exploring the spaces and relationships between dis/connected bodies, 
theory and practice, text and the body, and aesthetics and political substance. 

Nora Silva is a Spanish-Chilean researcher and artist based in London and Madrid. She uses 
performance as an active process in the genesis of alternative cosmologies, as a mechanism  
to resist imposed subjectivities.

Laura Wilson is a Northern Irish artist based in London and Co-Curator of I Have Eaten It.  
She works with specialists to develop sculptural and performative works exploring the relationship 
between materiality, memory and tacit knowledge. 

Caroline Wong is a Malaysian artist based in London working across drawing and painting.  
Her work is a playful and subversive response to traditional, restricted representations  
of East Asian women.
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